Vitamin B blood plasma deficiency model for the study of diabetes complications demonstrates potential for the cure and prevention of complications in type 2 diabetes mellitus patients

Abstract

Introduction: The glucose model for the study of diabetes complications is too general to be useful in finding cure for, or prevention of, diabetes complications. A model, based on blood plasma Vitamin B Deficiency in diabetes mellitus patients, explains why diabetes complications selectively affect some organs and resist traditional treatment. It predicts that the daily blood plasma vitamin B deficiency initiates a concatenation of events that culminate in organ dysfunction described as diabetes complications and that complications affecting all organs are curable and preventable with vitamin B supplementation. This was tested.

Method: A continuous Open Trial was started in 2008 with one a day ingestible tablets given to type 2 diabetes mellitus patients with symptoms of diabetes complications affecting one or more organs. The tablet contained nicotinamide (15.0mg), thiamine hydrochloride (12.5mg) and calcium-d-pentothenate (11.0mg).

Results: Cures of early-stage diabetes complications affecting the eye, kidney, and the skin were reported. Continued use of the therapy has prevented reappearance of symptoms of diabetes complications for over 6 years. No adverse effect has been reported.

Conclusion: The cures, improvements and prevention of diabetes complications accomplished by the therapy predicted by the Blood Plasma Vitamin B Deficiency model makes the model a potent tool in the study of diabetes complications.

Perspective: Future studies involving more patients, including insulin dependants, will be useful. Preventing diabetes complications with vitamin B supplementation as prophylactic represents a major breakthrough, in both human and economic terms, in the fight against the predicted type 2 diabetes mellitus epidemic.
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soluble vitamin B intake, the following scenario emerges. Sometime after breakfast, both the volunteers and persons with diabetes mellitus receive adequate supply of vitamin B, [including niacin (b3) and thiamine (b1), the primary and secondary vasodilators respectively, that sustain the integrity of the microcirculation], in the blood plasma. Full vasodilatation in the microcirculation in the organs of the volunteers as well as persons with diabetes mellitus will be sustained and normal exchange of gases, nutrients and particles between blood and tissues would occur. Also, all the subjects will start losing vitamin B through urinary excretion, but the loss will be made up by subsequent meals throughout the day. However, between the last meal and breakfast the following day, (fasting period), there is loss of vitamin B without replenishment.

From the experimental blood plasma vitamin b1 retention ratios, it is inferred that the concentration of blood plasma vitamin b in the volunteers will be sufficient to sustain full vasodilatation in the microcirculation in organs during the entire fasting period. Exchange of gases, nutrients and particles between blood and tissues will not be affected in persons in this group. With the diabetes mellitus patients, however, at some point during this period especially, in the early morning hours before breakfast, the blood plasma concentrations of niacin (b3) and thiamine (b1) fall below the minimum required to sustain full vasodilatation in the microcirculation. Diminished vasodilatation in the microcirculation occurs and persists till after breakfast when vitamin B is replenished again.

During the period of diminished vasodilatation, the microcirculation malfunctions adversely impacting on the exchange of gases, nutrients and particles between blood and tissues. This causes tissue damage. The cycle is repeated everyday in the life of the diabetes mellitus patient.

In the organs with microcirculation such as, the brain, eye, heart, kidney and the skin, the daily tissue damage accumulates over time and manifests as organ dysfunction. There are early warning signs of organ deterioration in the eye, (retinopathy); the kidney (swollen feet); and the skin (sores); but the brain and the heart do not give any signs before symptoms of organ dysfunction manifest as stroke and heart attack. The early symptoms of organ deterioration and dysfunction such as, blindness, heart and kidney failures and stroke, are collectively described as diabetes complications.

Conclusions arising from the model

The model demonstrates that the development of diabetes complications is independent of blood plasma glucose-hyperglycemia. Therefore, the conclusions deduced from this model apply equally to people with all types of diabetes mellitus, and even, to those who are not, or cannot be, clinically diagnosed as diabetes mellitus patients but can, nevertheless, develop symptoms similar to diabetes complications. The model predicts that only organs with microcirculation manifest diabetes complications. The brain, eye, heart, kidney, and the skin are the organs known to develop diabetes complications. The lungs, the liver, the spleen, the connective tissues, etc; do not.

Diabetes complications develop simultaneously in each of the susceptible organs as soon as a person develops diabetes mellitus, even before diagnosis. Some organs show early warning symptoms of deteriorating organ function, but others do not. They all may become dysfunctional, eventually. Tissue damage occurs daily, therefore, with time, symptoms manifest and exacerbate in intensity in one or more organs. For example, in the eye, vision diminishes progressively with time. During this period, the skin may develop sore; the risk of heart attack, stroke and kidney failures also increases.

Finally, if the chain of events leading to organ deterioration and dysfunction can be permanently broken or disrupted, prevention or cure of diabetes complications can be achieved. This offers the opportunity to develop a therapy that cures or prevents diabetes complications. Such a therapy will stop tissue damage simultaneously in all organs for natural healing to take place. Therefore, a therapy that cures one manifested symptom of diabetes complications in any one organ, will simultaneously cure, or prevent the development of, symptoms in all organs; obviating the need to find separate drugs to treat individual deteriorating organ. The converse is also true: withdrawing treatment will affect all organs and cause them to revert to the "status quo ante", that is, the cure or improvement will be lost with time.

Hypothesis

To validate the conclusions deduced from the model, it is hypothesized that niacin and thiamine supplementation at concentrations sufficient to sustain a 24-hour full vasodilatation in the microcirculation, will obviate the malfunction in the microcirculation, stop tissue damage immediately, and allow nature to restore functionality to organs.

Objective

The objective was to test the hypothesis by preparing a supplement containing niacin and thiamine as the active ingredients and administering it to type 2 diabetes mellitus patients with symptoms of diabetes complications.

Method

There are two parts

a. Formulating the form of therapy and

b. Use of the therapy by type 2 diabetes mellitus patients showing symptoms of diabetes complications.

The therapeutic form

In previous studies of the effect of vitamin B niacin and thiamine on human diabetes mellitus patients, daily ingestion of tablets containing 1000mg of niacin, and 300mg of thiamine, respectively, were used and no adverse effects were reported. So in this study, a tablet containing: nicotinamide, 15.0mg; thiamine hydrochloride, 12.5mg; and calcium-d-pantothenate (b5), 11.0mg; to be ingested one a day, was used. Vitamin b5 was added for its ability to: accelerate the healing of skin wounds; relieve muscle cramps; cure numbness in fingers and toes and the painful ‘burning feet syndrome’; and aid sperm generation. (The Low Dose Vitamin B Therapy (LDVbT) preparation, packaged 60 tablets/tub, was named “fenomin vitamin supplement” to differentiate it from commercially available “vitamin B complexes”).

Dosage: One fenomin tablet is ingested daily by the patient in the evening after meals.

Open trial

The open trial of LDVbT started in 2008 with the author and expanded to include others 12months later. Included were persons aged 60years or over with type 2 diabetes mellitus and manifesting complications.
one or more symptoms of diabetes complications. They would be using only tablets to control their blood glucose level.

Participants were advised that fenomin treats or prevents diabetes complications only, not diabetes mellitus, so they should continue using their prescription medications for diabetes mellitus during the trial. Advice on diet and exercise was reiterated. No advice was given on what biochemical endpoint criteria to look for to support the cure or/and improvement observed. Healed sore, improved erectile function, warmed-up hands and feet; improved visual acuity, etc. did not require biochemical endpoint criteria to support it. Record of blood glucose levels and HbA1c readings was not considered a requirement. The participants were encouraged to keep using the tablet even after their symptoms disappeared. Monitoring for vitamin toxicity was deemed unnecessary at the concentration level used.

The model does not recommend an “end” to the use of the therapy. However, some persons stopped using the tablets when the symptom for which they sought remedy, such as healed sore, had disappeared. Most have continued to use the therapy as prophylactic even, as their symptoms disappeared. The results (patient’s observations), were voluntarily communicated to the author by some of those who had used the therapy to treat complications of all kinds. He, then, filtered out those who did not meet the inclusion criteria. No adverse effect has been reported to date. Table 1 shows symptom of diabetes complication cured or improved and the number of patients reporting the cure or improvement, as at 31/08/2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complication</th>
<th>No. Reported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leg ulcers healed</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalp ulcers healed</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot/Toe ulcers healed</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold hands and feet warmed up</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved visual acuity</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sore gums healed</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erectile function restored/improved</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swollen feet healed</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe itching in genital area stopped</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semen production restored</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbness in toes and fingers disappeared</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowered, stable blood glucose level</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowered cholesterol level</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Burning feet syndrome” stopped</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

The results have validated the major conclusions arising from the model. Some persons reported cure or improvement of symptoms manifesting in more than one organ. Four persons, who already had stroke and later developed leg-sore, took fenomin. They reported healed sore as well as improved quality of life. People reporting “decreased cholesterol and lowered blood plasma” levels were obviously reporting from their medical records. These improvements may have come about as part of the “feel-good” factor expressing itself in healthy eating and increased mobility such as, walking faster and further.

Because the trial is continuing, the list in the table is merely indicative of the width and scope of diabetes complications cured or improved. Reported improvement in the quality of live, such as becoming more active and feeling healthier, could not be quantified. (The trial is taking place in the UK and participants’ health records are available in their doctors’ surgeries, but were not accessible to this report). Two people who halted the therapy for some six months were hospitalized for complications before coming back on the therapy. They reported to be well.

The reported, beneficial effects of High Dose Benfotiamine/Thiamine Therapy (HDB/T) on dysfunctional kidney, retinopathy, and other benefits can be explained by the blood plasma Vitamin B Deficiency theory. In both molecules of the lipid-soluble benfotiamine and water-soluble thiamine, the methylene link cleaves to give the water-soluble pyrimidinium moiety. The Pyrimidine molecule is chemically similar to the pyrine of niacin and acts as a vasodilator in the microcirculation. The high dose ensures 24-hour full vasodilatation in the microcirculation to enable cure or improvement to take place.

Comparison of the glucose model with the vitamin B deficiency model

The glycation theory of the glucose model posits that all organs are at equal risk of developing diabetes complications. This does not reflect observed facts. It necessitates the postulate of an active intermediate, Thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP), to stop glycation that produces (AGES), but does not explain how the “bad” particles already causing organ dysfunction are removed to effect cure or improvement. By stopping glycation, blood glucose level is expected to go up and HbA1c down during treatment but this is not observed, indicating that the improvements are independent of hyperglycemia.

High dose treatment of both thiamine and benfotiamine is not user-friendly for daily long-term use. The 12-week study and the 8-week run off time allowed in HDBT open trials are in adequate in evaluating efficacy. There is no indication of what happens to the cure or improvement before and after treatment in the long-term. The Vitamin B Deficiency (VbD) model predicts correctly that organs with microcirculations are at higher risk of developing diabetes complications. It explains clearly how complications develop simultaneously in these organs, predicts the appropriate therapy and consequence of treatment withdrawal. The model prediction of 100% efficacy has been demonstrated in the open trial.

Conclusion

The cures, improvements and prevention of diabetes complications accomplished by the therapy predicted by the Blood Plasma Vitamin B Deficiency model makes the model a potent tool in the study of diabetes complications.

Perspective

The vitamin B supplementation therapy, derived from the VbD model, has been demonstrated as on stop, efficacious treatment for all manifestations of diabetes complications in all organs for over five years. It is user-friendly, cheap, does not interact with other drugs and has no side effects. The treatment does not require medical supervision: patients take fenomin tablets alongside their prescription drugs. The cure for diabetes complications by the LDVbT is a major breakthrough in the fight against the predicted type 2 diabetes mellitus.
epidemic. It means that in the future, diabetes mellitus patients need not live in fear of amputation of limbs, blindness, ischemic stroke and heart attack or kidney failure. The social and economic impact of preventing diabetes complications by using fenomin tablets as prophylactic is immense.

Recommendations

More data are needed to confirm the findings. But a third stage, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled clinical trial for, maybe, ten to fifteen years, may not be the correct approach because the conditions for such a study do not apply here.

In a typical clinical trial, the test subjects “complete” the treatment before assessment can be made. In the LDVbT, the healing and prevention are continuing processes and the results are their own proof. The day the therapy is stopped is the day tissue damage restarts. However, fenomin can be used to heal sores instead of amputation; clear blurred vision to stop blindness and heal swollen feet to stop kidney failure, now. This work has excluded persons with type 1 diabetes mellitus for obvious reasons, so a separate supervised study must be conducted.
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